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ABSTRACT

An industrial gas burner especially suitable for opera
tion with oxygen-enriched combustion air is con
structed and arranged to discharge concentric and
complementary spinning streams of gas and oxygen
enriched combustion air acting to create a recircula
tion and intermixing zone spaced outwardly from the
burner mouth to provide aerodynamic flame stabiliza
tion in space. The burner flame is thus outwardly re
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the burner flame in space to prevent direct flame im

GAS BURNER

This invention relates generally to a gas burner and,
more particularly, to a gas burner of the industrial type.
The invention is particularly applicable to a burner
which uses oxygen-enriched combustion air for high
temperature applications and will be described with
particular reference thereto. However, as will be appre
ciated by those skilled in the art, the invention has
broader applications and may be used in any industrial
burner application including those which do not oper
ate at high temperature or those which do not use oxy
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which in turn results in less heat loss in the flue prod
ucts. Because of the additional amount of oxygen avail
able and the resulting higher flame temperatures, burn

ers operated with oxygen-enriched combustion air are
ideally suitable for high temperature burner applica
tions.

a gas burner for operation with oxygen-enriched air, a
15
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burners, however, have not experienced widespread

commercial success because of the inability of the
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tempted with varying degrees of success to alleviate
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not only because of their high construction cost but

also because of the operating and maintenance prob
lems associated therewith.

In addition to the major problem of thermal stress
failure of burner components as noted above, other
problems have likewise plagued oxygen-enriched gas
burners. One such problem may be defined as objec

tionably high operating noise levels attributed to the
rapid oxidation of the burner gas discharged from the
gas nozzle.
It is thus an object of the subject invention to provide
a burner arrangement which aerodynamically stabilizes

invention, an industrial gas burner suitable for opera
tion with oxygen-enriched combustion air is provided
with respective gas and combustion air spin generator
means for creating a spinning annulus of combustion
air from an annular air supply tunnel or passageway
through the refractory burner block and concentrically
enveloping a central column of burner gas which is dis
charged from a co-axial gas supply tube in the passage
way into and spinning complementary with the core of
the spinning annulus of combustion air. The air supply
passageway in the burner block is abruptly widened to
cation slightly downstream from the gas nozzle end, to
cause the concentric complementary spinning columns
of gas and air to spread laterally outward from the core
or burner axis and thus create an underpressure (i.e.,
a pressure lower than atmosphere, a vacuum) at the
core which then acts to draw the spinning gas and air
columns back inwardly toward the burner axis to form

a recirculation zone out in space, and removed from
thoroughly intermix to effect flame propagation
thereat. Aerodynamic flame stabilization in space is
thereby achieved so that the exceedingly high tempera
the burner block walls, where the gas and air columns

same. Thus, exotic materials have been employed in
burner constructions at the flame stabilization points

therein. Besides the expensive cost of such materials,
exotic type materials have generally not been satisfac
tory because of their unreliability to withstand temper
ature fluctuations to which they are subjected. To in
crease reliability of such material, complicated external
cooling means such as cooling air or water jacket
mechanisms have been employed in the burner design.
As a practical matter, such designs are objectionable

to be interchangeable with standard air-fuel burners
while possessing performance characteristics which are
equal to or better than said standard air-fuel burners.
Briefly stated, in accordance with one aspect of the

a substantial diameter out to its mouth end, from a lo

gated must directly impinge against such burner parts,
the parts eventually fail from thermal stress, thermal
fatigue or both.
The prior art has recognized this problem and has at

design structure which permits the gas burner to oper
ate at a sound level below or at most approximately
equal to that of standard air-gas burners of equivalent
capacity.,
Still another object of the invention is to provide a
gas burner for operation with oxygen-enriched com
bustion air which is constructed in such a manner so as

High temperature applications of oxygen-enriched
burner construction to withstand such high tempera
ture. More particularly, the burner must propagate the
flame in a stable manner and flame stability has hereto
fore been achieved by originating or directing the flame
from some fixed point in the burner construction, be it
the burner tube, refractory material, baffles, or other
wise. Because the high temperature flame thus propa

a gas burner for operation with oxygen-enriched com
bustion air, aerodynamic flame stabilization means
which inherently, direct oxygen-enriched combustion
air along the burner components to cool same.

Still another object of the invention is to provide in

gen-enriched air.

Generally, burner design considerations require that
a gaseous fuel be mixed with a predetermined percent
age of oxygen, preferably in stoichiometric relation
ship, to achieve desired combustion characteristics.
Accordingly, it has been known that an increase in the
oxygen content of air, which by definition normally in
cludes a somewhat fixed percentage of oxygen, will in
crease the fuel efficiency of the burner. That is, oxy
gen-enriched combustion air reduces the mass of air
otherwise required for mixing with gaseous fuel to de
crease the total volume or mass of the exhaust gases

pingement against any part of the burner apparatus.
It is another object of the subject invention to pro
vide a gas burner for operation with oxygen-enriched
combustion air at high temperatures which apparatus
is characterized as being comprised of conventional
metallic and refractory burner components.
Yet another object of the invention is to provide in
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ture burner flame, which is characteristic of gas burn
ers operating with oxygen or oxygen-enriched combus
tion air, is outwardly removed from and out of contact
with the refractory burner block and other burner
parts, thereby avoiding the overheating and damage of
these burner components.
In accordance with a further aspect of the invention,
the oxygen-enriched combustion air is disposed axially
of the gaseous fuel to effect a cooling of the burner
components.

In accordance with yet another aspect of the inven
tion, the aerodynamic propagation of the flame is accu
rately positioned within a cylindrical chamber in accor
dance with predetermined geometry considerations to
reduce the noise level of the burner to acceptable lim
its.

The invention may take form in certain parts and ar
rangement of parts, a preferred embodiment of which

3
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tion, the diameter D of tunnel extension 16 should be

will be described in detail herein and illustrated in the

accompanying drawings which form a part hereof and

so proportioned to the diameter D of outlet end 14 of

wherein:

wall section 13 that the ratio D/D, preferably lies
within the approximate range of 1.8 to 2.1.

FIG. 1 is a longitudinal section of a gas burner com
prising the invention;

Burner block 11 is received and supported within a
metallic holder 18 comprised of a backplate 19 with ax

FIG. 2 is a transverse section on the line 2-2 of FIG.

ially extending housing flanges 20 within which the
burner block is received and mounted. Backplate 19

1;

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary longitudinal section, on an

enlarged scale, of the nozzle end of the gas burner tube
of the gas burner shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is an end view, on an enlarged scale, of the
nozzle end of the gas burner tube; and
FIG. S is a schematic longitudinal sectional view of
the gas burner comprising the invention showing the
flow pattern of the burner gas and combustion air ema
nating therefrom during the burner operation.

10

as the adjacent circular upstream end of tubular wall
section 13 of air passageway or tunnel 12. Backplate 19

15

Referring now to the drawings wherein the showings
are for purposes of illustrating a preferred embodiment
of the invention only and not for the purpose of limiting
same, there is shown in FIG. 1 a gas burner 10. Gas

20

burner 10 comprises an elongated burner block or
housing 11 which may be of approximately square exte
rior cross section and made of a suitable heat
refractory material such as any of the conventional cas
table refractory materials commonly employed for the

25

burner blocks of standard air-gas industrial burners and
having a use limit of 2800F. or thereabouts. For defini
tional purposes “high temperature' as referred to
herein shall mean temperatures resulting from direct
combustion of natural gas and combustion air or oxy

gen-enriched combustion air having a flame tempera
ture near or greater than the use limit of common re
fractory material. Furthermore, "combustion air' shall
mean normal air at atmospheric pressure which by defi
nition includes a sufficient, definable percentage of ox
ygen to support combustion and 'oxygen-enriched
combustion air' shall mean combustion air having a
greater percentage of oxygen, supplied by external
means, than that normally encountered in combustion
air, and for purposes of explanation may contain total
oxygen by volume of from around 21 to about 45 per
cent and preferably from 25 to 35 percent.

section and extending longitudinally therethrough.

Tunnel 12 is defined by refractory wall section 13 of a
few inches in length, e.g., around 6% to 9% inches, ex
tending from the upstream end of the tunnel. Wall sec
tion 13 may be either of plain cylindrical form through
out its length, or slightly flared out in the downstream
direction as shown, for example, at a taper angle of
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outwardly expanding throat or flared chamber section

55

15 which may be of conical form as shown and flaring
out in a downstream direction, e.g., at a flare angle in
the range of about 30 to 55° to tunnel axis A, to a sub
stantial diameter D relative to the diameter D, of wall
section 13 at its outlet end 14. The flared or conical

60

chamber section 15 terminates at its downstream end

into a cylindrical chamber section or tunnel extension
16 terminating at the mouth end 17 of burner tunnel
12. Burner block or housing 11 is thus defined by a first
chamber 12 contiguous with a second chamber defined

by outward-expanding throat section 15 and a cylindri

cal chamber section 16. For the purposes of the inven

within holder 18 as by cement, for instance.
A metallic housing or burner casting 25 of circular
cross section is secured to burner block 11 for supply
ing oxygen-enriched combustion air to air supply tun
nel 12 of burner 10. Burner casting 25 is mounted to
a mounting plate 19a by means of a group of fastening
assemblies 26 extending from the back side of back

plate 19 which clamp an annular flange 27 of the hous
ing to mounting plate 19a and backplate 19, with suit
able gasket means 28, 28a interposed therebetween.
Housing 25 is provided with a radial air inlet 29 into the
opening 30 of which is connected an air supply pipe
(not shown) through which oxygen-enriched combus
tion air is supplied to the housing under slight pressure
from a known air supply source shown schematically
Extending into housing 25 through its back end wall
31 in a substantially air-tight, manner, as by being
screw-threaded thereinto, is a gas supply tube or nozzle
32 suitably formed of stainless steel pipe and constitut
ing the gas nozzle of burner 10. Gas nozzle tube 32 ex
tends axially through cylindrical housing 25 and the
axial opening 33 in its front end, and precisely axially
into and through wall section 13 of air supply tunnel 12
in burner block 11 so as to form, in conjunction with
the circular cross-section wall of wall section 13, an an

nular combustion air supply chamber 34 through the
throat section of the burner block. To this end, the

outer wall surface of gas nozzle tube 32 is of straight,
i.e., continuous cylindrical form throughout its length,
in the manner characteristic of conventional stainless
steel or other like pipe. The axial centering of gas noz
zle tube 32 in wall section 13 of combustion air tunnel

12 is one of the critical tolerance dimensions to proper
operation of burner 10 in the manner according to the
invention. Too great a misalignment of gas nozzle tube

around 1% to 4 to the tunnel or burner axis A, for

manufacturing purposes. At its downstream outlet end
14, wall section 13 of tunnel 12 merges into an abrupt

is also formed with a plurality of outlying, circumferen
tially spaced threaded studs (not shown) which provide
means for securing the burner to a furnace wall (not
shown). Burner block 11 is securely held in place

and identified herein as 30a.

Burner block 11 is formed with a tubular combustion

air supply tunnel or first chamber 12 of circular cross

extends radially beyond housing flanges 20 and is pro
vided with a central circular air passage opening 21
therein coaxially aligned with and of the same diameter

32 in wall section 13 will cause burner flame attach

ment to the wall of burner block tunnel 12, or throat

section 15 or cylindrical chamber section 16 resulting
in severe hot spots thereon during burner operation.
With the high flame temperature which is characteris
tic of gas burners operating with oxygen-enriched com
bustion air, such flame contact against the walls of first
12 or second chambers 15, 16 of burner block 11
would soon result in the destruction of most refracto

ries employed for burner block 11.
65

Externally of housing 25, gas nozzle tube 32 is con
nected to a known suitable gas supply source shown
schematically at 32a. Gas supply 32a could be natural
gas or other conventional type burner gas at a relatively
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low pressure in the range of around 17 to 27 inches w.c.

6

per hour burner.10 and approximately 4 inch for the

(water column), depending on the design capacity of other three rated capacity burners 10.
burner 10 and on the oxygen concentration of the com
As a necessary condition to the operation of burner
bustion air. Thus, for burners 10 having respective 10 in the manner according to the invention, both the
rated capacities of approximately 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 5 burner gas forced through gas nozzle tube 32 and the
MM (million) Btu per hour and operating with com oxygenated combustion air forced through annular air
bustion air having approximately 35 percent total oxy supply, passageway 34 are discharged therefrom in
gen content by volume, the pressure of the gas neces complementary spinning or swirling flow paths for the

sary to operate the burner at rated capacity is about 17 purpose of inducing a recirculation flow pattern of
inches w.c. above atmospheric pressure. Operation of 10 these gas and air streams at a region out in space, i.e.,
such burners 10 above rated capacity with higher oxy outwardly removed from the end of gas tube 32 (see
gen content combustion air requires higher gas pres FIG. 5). To this end, respective spin generator means
sures. Thus, operation of burners 10 with 45 percent such as known spin vanes may be employed for impart
total oxygen content, combustion air requires, a gas. ing the desired spinning motion to the gas and to the
pressure of about 27 inches w.c. over atmospheric pres combustion air discharged into burner tunnel 12. In the
sure. Also, in the case of burners 10 having the above preferred embodiment illustrated, the spinning motion
indicated approximate rated capacities of 0.5, 10, 2.0 of the burner gas discharged from nozzle end 35 of gas
and 4.0. MM Btu per hour, gas nozzle tube 32 thereof nozzle tube 32 may be suitably imparted thereto by a
may have respective pipe sizes of around %, %, 1 and tube closure member in the form of an ordinary com
1% inches, for example. Correspondingly, wall sections O mercial metallic helical gear 36 (FIGS. 3 and 4) fitting

13 of circular cross-section air supply tunnels 12 of
such rated capacity burners 10 may have a diameter D.
at their downstream or outlet ends 14 of around 1-7/16,

2, 2-13/16 and 3-21/32 inches, respectively, for exam
ple. The desired burner flame shape and gas and air
flow pattern from burner 10 is dependent, however, on

tightly, axially within nozzle end 35 of gas nozzle tube
32 and fixedly secured therein as by welding, for exam

ple, The spaced helical teeth 37 of gear 36 form, in
of gas nozzle tube 32, a plurality of helical gas dis
conjunction with the encasing cylindrical inner wall 38

charge or outlet passageways 39 (i.e., an annulus when

the ratio D/D of the outside diameter-D of gas nozzle viewed from the end) in gas nozzle tube end 35 corre
tube or pipe-32 to the diameter D of outlet end 14 of sponding in number to the number of gear teeth 37 on
gear. Thus, the burner gas forced under pressure
wall section 13 being within the approximate range of 30 the
through gas nozzle tube 32 is separated, by the several
1.9 to 2.2. . . . . . . .
N helical gas passageways 39, into a corresponding num
Gas nozzle tube 32 extends into and through burner ber
of individual high velocity gas streams which are

tunnel 12, nearly the full length of wall section 13

thereof but with its inner or nozzle end 35 setback or

discharged from nozzle end 35 in a helical path concen

trically disposed about axis A of burner 10 and gas noz
upstream from outlet or downstream end 14 of wall 35 zle
32, as indicated by the arrows in FIG. 5.
section 13 a predetermined slight distance L. (FIG. 1).
particular form of helical gear 36 employed for
The location of nozzle end 35 is critical for the proper theThe
gas
spin generator means is selected first to have
operation of burner 10 in the intended manner accord enough passages
39 as determined by gear teeth 37 to
ing to the invention inasmuch as it greatly influences impart an effective
spin motion to the gas. In this re

two very important initial design parameters. First is 40 spect, two passages would not develop an efficient spin

the proper mixing of the gas fuel from gas nozzle 32

which would recirculate the gas in an effective pattern,
four passages would probably be marginal and the pre
annular air supply passageway 34. That is, within rela
embodiment utilizes eight passages. After the
tively wide limits, if the nozzle end is placed too close ferred
number of passages have been determined, the area of
to tunnel flare section 15, poor intermixing of the gas 45 same is determined by their total cross section which
fuel with the oxidant results and if the nozzle end is
would produce the required pressure drop in gas spin
placed too far upstream from outlet end 14 of wall sec gear 36 necessary to attain the rated burner capacity
tion 13 of burner tunnel 12 the oxidation or mixing rate with the desired low operating gas pressure of, for ex

with oxygen-enriched combustion air or oxidant from

of the fuel with the air is dangerously accelerated. This
mixing effect, balanced against the second design pa
rameter of burner sound or operating noise level

(which is more critical), thus determines the proper lo
cation of gas nozzle end 35 for the purposes ofthe in
vention. The sound level design parameter for burner
10 according to the invention is that it possess a sound
level no greater than and preferably below that of a

standard air-gas burner of equal capacity. However, the
attainment of this object is particularly difficult in view

ample, 17 inches w.c. above atmosphere. In the event

that the passageway area is insufficient to develop this

predetermined pressure drop, it has been found that an
axial hole 41 through the center of the gear may be pro
vided without adversely disturbing the circulatory mix
ing pattern developed by the spin generating means.

Obviously there is an upper limit to the diameter of
hole 41 which, if exceeded, would adversely affect
burner operation and it is believed that this limit would
be approximately 25-30 percent of the flow area

of the well known fact that rapid oxidation of the gas 60 through passageways 39. In the case of a burner 10 of
fuel with the oxygen-enriched combustion air produces. a rated capacity of 1 MM Btu per hour and having the
high operating noise levels. Nevertheless, we have de

termined that, for burners 10 of approximately 0.5, 1.0,
2.0 and 4.0 MM Btu per hour rated capacity, both of

the above mentioned design parameters for the burner.
are satisfied when nozzle end 35 of gas nozzle tube 32
is set back distances L. from outlet end 14 of wall sec
tion 13 of approximately 1% inches for the 4.0 MM Btu

specific sizes mentioned hereinabove for gas nozzle
tube 32 and wall section 13, a conventional helical gear

36 having eight helical gear teeth 37 will provide the

required cross-sectional open area or helical gas pas

sageway areas 39 therethrough necessary to enable the
operation of burner 10 with the above mentioned rela
tively low gas operating pressure of around 17 inches

3,905,751
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w.c. above atmosphere. However, with burners 10 of
0.5, 2.0 and 4.0 MM Btu per hour rated capacity and
having the specific sizes mentioned hereinabove for gas
nozzle tube 32 and wall section 13, operation thereof
with a gas pressure of around 17 inches w.c. requires

length L of combustion air slots 46 also is preferably
so proportioned relative to their width W as to main
tain the ratio L/W in the range of approximately 1.8
to 3.
5

the addition to such an eight-tooth helical gas spin gear
36 of a supplementary axial gas port or bore opening
41 therethrough having diameters, respectively, of
around 0.154, 0.288, and 0.375 inch.

The spinning motion of the oxygenated burner com

O

bustion air passing through burner tunnel 12, in a spin

direction complementary to that of the burner gas dis
charged from gas nozzle end 35, may be imparted
15

particular case illustrated) of spin vane members 43, as
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. Spin vanes 43 are disposed in
a circular pattern concentrically about gas nozzle tube
32, and in correspondingly oriented and uniformly
spaced apart position therearound, at the entrance of

ular case shown in FIG. 2 and as viewed from its inlet

clamped, as by means of fastening bolts 44, flatwise to

and between the back face of a mounting plate 19a ad

25 gear 36.

30

35

40

45

plate 19a and collar 45, the afore-mentioned combus
tion air slots or passageways 46 extending tangentially
of the annular inlet end of the annular combustion air

supply passageway 34 which extends through burner
block 1 around gas nozzle tube 32 therein. In the case
of burners 10 having respective rated capacities of ap
proximately 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 MM Btu per hour,
Also, the width W. (FIG. 2) of combustion air slots 46
of such burners 10 is preferably so proportioned rela
tive to the width W of the annular combustion air pas
sageway formed by the circular outside wall of gas noz
zle tube 32 and the rim of concentric circular air pas

sage opening 21 in backplate 19 as to produce a ratio
W/W in the range of approximately 1.2 to 1.7. The

ing in burner manufacturing cost can be realized.
In order to provide ignition means for the combusti
ble mixture formed by the mixing of the gas and the ox

ygenated combustion air from gas nozzle 32 and annu

form, in conjunction with the flat sides of mounting

spin vanes 43 are formed with respective thicknesses Tr
(FIG. 1) of approximately /2, %, 1-1/16 and 1% inches.

-

In place of fabricating the combustion air spin gener
ator means or assembly. 42 from a number of separate,
parts, i.e., the several spin vanes 43, collar 45, fastening,
bolts 44 and plate 19a, the spin generator may be
formed instead as a unitary structure with either burner
housing 25 or backplate 19, as by being cast integral
with one or the other of these members, for example.

In this way, simplification of the burner design and sav

ular to one another. The group of spin vanes 43 are se

cured in place on mounting plate 19a with their flat
side edges 48 extending approximately tangential to,
and defining an imaginary square circumscribed by an
imaginary circle concentric with gas nozzle tube 32 and
corresponding in diameter to circular opening 21 in
backplate 19 and to the circular inlet end of burner
tunnel 12. In their mounted position on backplate 19,
spin vanes 43 are further located with their flat heel
edges 49 positioned opposite but spaced from and ex
tending parallel to flat side edges 48 of the next adja
cent spin vane 43. The spaced opposing side and end
edges 48, 49 of adjacent ones of spin vanes 43 thus

combustion air thereinto and therethrough, as indi
cated by the arrows 50 in FIG. 5. The direction in
which air slots 46 extend tangentially to annular air
passageway 34 is the same, e.g., clockwise in the partic
end, as the downstream direction in which helical gas
passageways 39 in gas spin generator gear 36 extend
about burner axis A, in order to thereby spin the com
bustion air discharged into passageway 34 in the same,
i.e., complementary, direction as that in which the gas
stream from gas nozzle 32 is spun by gas spin generator

upstream end of burner tunnel 12. Spin vanes 43 are

jacent backplate 19 (and sealed by rope gasket 28a)
and a flat annular collar 45 fitted over gas nozzle tube
32 and suitably secured thereto, as by an annular weld
therearound, to form an air-tight seal therewith. Thus,
spin vanes 43 block off the annular space around gas
nozzle tube 32 and being located between backplate 19
and collar 45 except for the spaces between adjacent
ones of spin vanes 43 thereby form air inlet slots or pas
sageways 46 leading from the combustion air chamber
47 of burner housing 25 into backplate opening 21 and
inlet end of air supply tunnel 12.
As shown in FIG. 2, each spin vane 43 is formed with
an extended length flat inner side edge 48 and a shorter
flat end or heel edge 49 extending generally perpendic

means 42 which slots, because of their extending tan
gentially to air passageway 34, then discharge the air
into passageway 34 in the form of individual gas
streams directed tangentially of such passageway,

thereby imparting a spinning movement or flow of the

thereto by spin generator means 42 located within

burner housing 25 and comprising a group (four in the

In the operation of burner 10, the oxygenated com
bustion air in air supply chamber 47 of burner housing
25 is forced, by the pressure thereof, out of chamber 47
through air slots 46 of combustion air spin generator

60

lar air passageway 34, burner block 11 and backplate
19 are provided with an angular opening 51 there
through which opens into flare section 15 of burner
tunnel 12 and receives the usual sparkplug (not shown)
whose electrodes extend up to the mouth end of flare
section 15. Additionally, a sight glass (not shown) may
be provided on backplate 19 to provide visual examina
tion of the burner flame, for supervision purposes,
through a similar angular opening (not shown) extend
ing through backplate 19 and burner block 11.
As noted above and referred to throughout the speci
fication, the operation of burner 10 of the present in
vention will be such that the oxygen-enriched combus
tion air will mix with the gaseous fuel in a recirculating
manner as shown within a zone designated as F in FIG.
5 wherein a burner flame will be propagated. More par
ticularly and as will be explained, recirculation zone F,
herein defined as a flame stabilization zone, may be ac
curately positioned at any desired distance within the
burner block and the flame developed thereby will
occur out in space and be so directed so as not to im
pinge against any of the burner components while con
stantly recirculating a portion of the fuel-air mixture to
insure stabilization. That this flame stabilization zone F

will occur and can be regulated in the manner indicated

65

will be explained first with reference to the burner
block geometry and then with reference to the effect of
the spin generating means on the burner construction.

Neglecting for the moment the spin generating means

and viewing burner 10 from the right as shown in FIG.

3,905,751
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5, it should be clear that at the intersection of wall sec

10
trol will thus be improved if the gases are spun either
complementary to one another as illustrated or coun
tercurrent to one another. If the gases are spun coun

tion 13 with first annular chamber 12 there is a volume

of air defined as an annulus which is axially moving by
virtue of air supply means 30a. Similarly, at the outlet
end of the tube 32 there is an annulus volume of gase
ous fuel defined by passageways 39, which gaseous fuel
is axially moving by virtue of gas supply means 32a. As

tercurrent, there will be a more thorough mixing be
tween the air and the gaseous fuel although eddy cur
rents established at the boundaries between the air and

the air and gaseous fuel move axially towards the right
as viewed in FIG. 5 and flow through throat section 15
and cylindrical chamber section 16, they will rapidly

10

expand in a radially outward direction and entrain
themselves within one another. The rate of radial ex

pansion of the gaseous fuel and air is a function of their
pressures from their respective supply sources, the
cross-sectional flow areas involved hereinbefore ex 15

pressed as D/D and D/D and the radial component
of the swirl angle as explained in detail hereinafter. The
outwardly expanding throat section 15 is not critical to
this radial expansion and its purpose is only to assure

Furthermore, in accordance with another feature of

the invention, the noise formed by the combustion pro
cess in the present burner can be adequately controlled
by positioning the flame stabilization zone Fin about
the middle of second annular chamber 16. This posi
tioning can be controlled by axially displacing the out
ward end 35 of gas tube 32 away from the intersection

a smooth transition from a small area to a relatively

large area. The entrainment or aspiration of the air and
fuel will occur at the boundary line of the two mixtures.
That is, the gas at the outer periphery of the fuel will
mix at the inner periphery of the air annulus until a pre
ferred mixture occurs (i.e., at or near stoichiometric)

25 or line of demarcation between first annular chamber

12 and throat section 15 of the second chamber. Im

and combustion takes place. It should be clear that this
entrainment will occur equally as well if the gaseous
fuel surrounded the air instead of vice versa as shown.

However, when the annulus of air surrounds the annu

lus of fuel, the outer periphery of air is available to cool
the refractory material of the burner block, gas tube 32
and nozzle end 35, especially so when it is realized that
the combustion will propagate radially outwardly as the
boundary layer interactions increase. If the burner of
the present invention were designed in this manner
without anything more, the flame propagation would

35

not be stable because of inefficient recirculation. It

should also be noted that as the gases rapidly expand
radially outward into second cylindrical chamber sec

tion 16, an underpressure or vacuum is created at the
center of chamber 16 due to the outward suction of the
gases. Thus there will be some backward recirculation

40

fuel will result in a utilization of the vacuum created by

cations and alterations will occur to others upon a read
ing and understanding of the specification. It is our in

45 tention to include all such modifications and alterations

insofar as they come within the scope of the present in
vention.
50

the radial expansion of the gases to cause a sufficient
portion of said gases to recirculate and establish a stabi
lized flame in the recirculation zone F shown. That is,

spinning either the air or the gass in a helix (as shown)
or spiral or sinusoidal shape, at a predetermined angle
imparts a tangential velocity component to the gas thus
spun which in turn causes sufficient recirculation of
that gas and importantly the portions of the other gas
mixed therewith into the circular type recirculation

path shown at zone F. The dimension of the recircula
tion path is believed to be a function of the angle of the
tangential velocity of the spun gas in combination with
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more, tests have indicated that the recirculation path

spun but that control or stabilization of the recircula

tion is more effective if both of the gases are spun. Con

It is thus the essence of the invention to provide in a
burner an orificing arrangement in combination with a
mechanism for spinning at least one of the gaseous flu
ids supplied thereto to impart a tangential component
to such gaseous fluid whereby the vacuum created by
the orifice arrangement is efficiently utilized to aerody
namically propagate, in space, a stable flame.
Having thus described the invention, we claim:
1. A gas burner for operation with a mixture of natu
ral gas and oxygen-enriched combustion air, said
burner comprising:
a burner block of heat refractory material having an
axial tunnel of circular cross section extending

therethrough and comprised of a throat section ter

the burner block design and fluid pressure. Further

defined at zone F will occur if only one of the gases is

Furthermore, the helix angle or tangential component
of spin is believed to be associated with the diameter
dimension De of cylindrical chamber section 16.
The invention has thus been described with reference

larly determined by the present invention that impart

ing a spin characteristic to either the air or the gaseous

portantly, it should be noted that this displacement of
gas tube 32 defined as Ls is nonlinear with respect to
the other dimensions of the burner arrangement. All
other dimensions giving rise to the ranges set forth
above are believed to be linear. That is, given the ca
pacity of the burner to establish the fuel and oxygen
enriched combustion air volumes to be supplied to
burner 10 and the pressures at which the air and fuel
are to be supplied, the remaining dimensions of the ap
paratus such as passageways 39, the air spin means, the
relationships between the D, D, and D are all linear.

to a preferred embodiment. It is apparent that modifi

motion imparted thereto. It has been found that this

backward recirculating motion will not be sufficient to
establish the aerodynamic stabilized flame of the sub
ject invention.
With the problem thus defined, it has been particu

the gas will not impart as good a stabilized flame as
when the gas and air are spun complementary to one
another. For this reason the gases are shown spinning
complementary with one another in the embodiment
illustrated. In particular, it has been determined that
when oxygen-enriched combustion air and gaseous fuel
are spun complementary to one another as described in
detail above, an extremely stable flame is aerodynami
cally propagated in zone F and controlled to such limits
whereby the flame thus propagated does not impinge
against any part of burner 10.
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minating at its downstream end in an abruptly wid
ening flare chamber section flaring out to a diame
ter appreciably greater than that of said throat sec
tion;

a gas nozzle tube of cylindrical outer contour extend

ing axially through said tunnel from the inlet end

11
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nel axis on passage through the said flare chamber
section of said tunnel and subsequently to be drawn
back inwardly toward the tunnel axis to thereby
create a gas and air recirculation and flame stabili

thereof and in spaced relation to the wall thereof
to form therebetween an annular combustion air

passageway through the said throat section of the
tunnel;

zation zone located entirely out in space and out
wardly removed from the walls of said burner
block; and
the nozzle end of said gas nozzle tube is set back up

said gas nozzle tube having a nozzle end set back a
slight distance upstream from the downstream end

of said throat section;

means for supplying gas fuel under a slight positive
pressure to the inlet end of said gas nozzle tube;
means for supplying oxygen-enriched combustion air
under a slight positive pressure to the inlet end of

stream from the downstream end of said tunnel

% inch.

said annular air passageway;

respective gas and combustion air spin generator
means respectively associated with said gas nozzle
tube and with said annular combustion air passage
way for imparting spinning motion in complemen
tary directions about the tunnel axis to the gas col
umn discharged endwise from said gas nozzle and
to the combustion air discharged endwise from said
annular air passageway and enveloping the spin
ning gas column whereby to cause said gas and air
columns to spread laterally outward from the tun
nel axis on passage through the said flare chamber
section of said tunnel and subsequently to be drawn

back inwardly toward the tunnel axis to thereby
create a gas and air recirculation and flame stabili

3. A gas burner as specified in claim 2 wherein the
ratio of the diameter of the downstream end of said
15

4. A gas burner as specified in claim 3 wherein the
ratio of the diameter of the downstream end of the said

flare chamber section of said tunnel to the diameter of
the downstream end of the said throat section of said

tunnel is within the range of approximately 1.8 to 2.1.
5. A gas burner as specified in claim 1 wherein the
ratio of the diameter of the downstream end of the said
flare chamber section of said tunnel to the diameter of
25 the downstream end of the said throat section of said

tunnel is within the range of approximately 1.8 to 2.1.
6. A gas burner for burning a mixture of natural gas
with oxygen-enriched air, said burner comprising:
a burner block of heat refractory material having an

wardly removed from the walls of said burner

block; and

axial tunnel of circular cross section extending
therethrough and comprised of a generally cylin
drical throat section terminating at its downstream

the ratio of the diameter of the downstream end of

said tunnel throat section to the outside diameter

of said gas nozzle tube is within the approximate

end in an abruptly widening flare chamber section

range of 1.9 to 2.2.

ral gas and oxygen-enriched combustion air, said

burner comprising:
a burner block of heat refractory material having an
axial tunnel of circular cross section extending
therethrough and comprised of a throat section ter
minating at its downstream end in an abruptly wid
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tion;

ing axially through said tunnel from the inlet end

45

passageway through the said throat section of the
tunnel;

said gas nozzle tube having a nozzle end set back a
slight distance upstream from the downstream end

to the combustion air discharged endwise from said

annular air passageway and enveloping the spin
ning gas column whereby to cause said gas and air
columns to spread laterally outward from the tun

the inlet end of said tunnel;

a gas nozzle tube of cylindrical outer contour

burner gas under slight positive pressure and hav
ing its nozzle end set back a slight distance up

55

stream from the downstream end of said throat sec

tion, gas spin generator means located within said
gas nozzle tube at its nozzle end for imparting to
the gas stream discharged therefrom a spinning

said annular air passageway;

tube and with said annular combustion air passage
way for imparting spinning motion in complemen
tary directions about the tunnel axis to the gas col
umn discharged endwise from said gas nozzle and

end of said tunnel;

said gas nozzle tube being connected to a source of

of said throat section;

respective gas and combustion air spin generator
means respectively associated with said gas nozzle

supply opening therethrough coaxial with and ap
proximately corresponding in diameter to the inlet

mounted on said housing and extending there
through and axially into said tunnel from the inlet
end thereof and in spaced relation to the wall ther
reof to form an annular combustion air supply pas
sageway in said tunnel;

thereof and in spaced relation to the wall thereof

to form therebetween an annular combustion air

means for supplying gas fuel under a slight positive
pressure to the inlet end of said gas nozzle tube;
means for supplying oxygen-enriched combustion air
under a slight positive pressure to the inlet end of

flaring out to a diameter appreciably greater than

that of said throat section;
a holder supporting said burner block at its rearard
end and including a backplate having a circular air

a combustion air supply housing mounted on said
backplate for supplying a mixutre of oxygen and
atmospheric air under slight positive pressure to

ening flare chamber section flaring out to a diame
ter appreciably greater than that of said throat sec
a gas nozzle tube of cylindrical outer contour extend

tunnel throat section to the outside diameter of said gas
nozzle tube is within the range of approximately 1.9to
2.2.

zation zone located entirely out in space and out

2. A gas burner for operation with a mixture of natu

throat section a distance of at least approximately

O

motion concentrically about the said tunnel axis;
60

and

combustion air spin generator means mounted in said
housing for discharging the pressurized combustion
air therein tangentially into the said annular com

bustion air passageway to impart thereto a spinning
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motion complementary in direction to that of said
burner gas discharged from said gas nozzle end,
said combustion air generator means including a

collar mounted on said gas nozzle tube with an air

3,905,751
13
tight connection therearound and spaced rear

14
means for reducing the noise emitted and controlling

vanes clamped tightly between said backplate and
said collar and positioned around said gas nozzle
tube in spaced apart relation to define a plurality

zone, said muffling means including said housing fur
ther having a generally cylindrical chamber adjacent

wardly from said backplate, and a plurality of spin

the shape of the flame generated in said stabilization
5

of combustion air outlet passageways extending

tangentially to said annular combustion air supply
passageway whereby to discharge the combustion
air from said housing tangentially into said annular

a portion of said stabilization zone and appreciably
greater in diameter than the outlet of said passage.

10. The burner of claim 9 wherein said burner further

passageway to impart spinning motion to the com
bustion air entering and passing through said pas

includes means for positioning said outlet end of said
tube relative to said outlet end of said passage for posi
tioning said stabilization zone within said cylindrical

sageway.

7. A burner for operation with a mixture of gaseous
fuel and combustion air comprising:
a housing, said housing having a generally cylindrical
passage with an open inlet and open outlet end, and
an abruptly flaring wall surface adjacent said pas
sage outlet end, said flaring surface opening out
into space;
a gas tube within said passage having an open outlet
end generally adjacent said passage outlet end and

chamber.

15

concentric therewith;

gas supply means associated with said tube for sup
plying a source of axially moving gaseous fuel to
said tube at a predetermined pressure;
air supply means for supplying a source of axially
moving combustion air to said passage at a prede
termined pressure;
air spin means associated with said air means and op
erable to form said combustion air injected into
said passage into a plurality of swirling annular
streams having a predetermined tangential velocity

concentric therewith;
25

plying a source of axially moving gaseous fuel to
said tube at a predetermined pressure;
air supply means for supplying a source of axially
moving combustion air to said passage at a prede
termined pressure;

30

component;

air spin means associated with said air means and op
erable to form said combustion air injected into
said passage into a plurality of swirling annular
streams having a predetermined tangential velocity
component;

rality of swirling annular gas streams at the outlet

gas spin means associated with said gas supply means
and operable to form said gaseous fuel into a plu
rality of swirling annular gas streams at the outlet

end of said tube, said streams having a predeter

40
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ignition means including an open passage in said flar
ing surface for igniting a portion of said gaseous
fuel as said air and fuel exit said passage and said

mined tangential velocity component;
said air spin means and said gas spin means interact
ing with one another when said air and gas streams
are injected into space to establish stable recircula
tion and mixing of air and gas streams in a flame
stabilization zone to produce combustion located

out in space and out of contact with said burner
housing;
ignition means including an open passage in said flar
ing surface for igniting a portion of said gaseous
fuel as said air and fuel exit said passage and said
tube; and

tube.

8. The burner of claim 7 wherein said tangential ve
locity components of said gas and air spin means are

11. A burner for operation with a mixture of gaseous
fuel and combustion air comprising:
a housing, said housing having a generally cylindrical
passage with an open outlet end, and an abruptly
flaring wall surface adjacent said passage outlet
end, said flaring surface opening out into space;
a gas tube within said passage having an open outlet
end generally adjacent said pasage outlet end and

gas supply means associated with said tube for sup

gas spin means associated with said gas supply means
and operable to form said gaseous fuel into a plu 35
end of said tube, said streams having a predeter
mined tangential velocity component;
said air spin means and said gas spin means interact
ing with one another when said air and gas streams
are injected into space to establish stable recircula
tion and mixing of air and gas streams in a flame
stabilization zone to produce combustion located
out in space and out of contact with said burner
housing; and

and concentric with said flaring wall surface, said cylin
drical chamber of sufficient length to surround at least

SO

complementary with one another.
9. The burner of claim 8 further including muffle

said gas means includes a helical gear inserted at said
outlet end of said gas tube, said gear optionally in
cluding an axially extending opening therethrough.
sk
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